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Editorial
Norman Goldstein MD
Editor, Hawaii Medical Journal
This Month
Unconventional Medical Systems
and Management of Stage I Endometrial
Adenocarcinoma
We start this issue with Frank Tabrahs exploration into the world
of unconventional medicine. Frank once again proves he is a
Renaissance Man, a medical researcher, historian, anthropologist,
and practicing clinician as well. This is a “must read” for every
physician and medical student.
Dr. Keith Terada reviews 130 of his patients treated for Stage I
Adenocarcinoma ofthe endometrium. As one ofour Peer Reviewers
commented on Keiths manuscript, “it is refreshing to see an article
(of this magnitude) with a single author. Keith is an extremely well-
trained and very busy experienced gynecological / oncological
surgeon.
Hawaii is fortunate in having Frank Tabrah and Keith Terada
teaching and practicing in Hawaii.
of Governor Cayetano’ s Blue Ribbon Panel on Living and Dying
With Dignity, on which I served.
These will:
• Require insurers to cover hospice consultations.
• Require insurers to pay for bed and board in hospice care
homes.
• Allow new care homes with no more than five patients to
locate in residential districts. (Believe me, they can be good neigh
bors. One in Kailua is vastly helped by friendly neighborhood
volunteers.)
Prior to seeking hospice care, patients may be under home care
with insurance subsidy for skilled nursing visits, in a rehabilitation
hospital, in a skilled-care home or under private care.
Tightened federal allowances for Medicare and Medicaid have
been a factor in the closing of five of 22 Hawaii home health-care
programs, including those of Straub, Kapiolani and Kahuku hospi
tals and a Waianae program.
Competition for federal and private insurance dollars may be a
consideration in late hospice referrals.
Guidance to find out what is best for any patient may be sought from
the state’s Executive Office on Aging (586-0100), St. Francis
Hospice (595-7566), Hawaii Association for Home Care (735-
2970) or Long Term Care Hawaii (593-8111) and, for legal con
cerns, the Elder Law program at the University of Hawaii (956-
9439).
A.A. Smyser is the Star-Bulletin’s contributing editor. His column runs
Tuesday and Thursday.
D Special Contribution
“Legislature acted to help hospice care”
from the Honolulu Star-Bulletin’s “Hawaii’s World” by
A.A. “Bud” Smyser
Over 40 years ago, Cicely Saunders, a London nurse, was so
disturbed by the pain and suffering of dying patients that she studied
for a medical degree to allow her to open a home to treat them more
humanely. Its emphasis: comfort over curing.
In 1967 she opened St. Christopher’s Hospice in London. Its
success has led to some 3,000 hospices in America— including
seven in Hawaii with an eighth to come.
Hospice care is a concept, not a place. It can be delivered at home
as well as in an institution. Its core concept is to alleviate pain,
promote mental as well as physical comfort and work for “good
dying” that makes patients abandon any idea of crying out for death.
Now 80, and knighted, Dame Saunders has left active manage
ment but still visits St. Christopher’s patients.
A peaceful death after coming to terms with dying still eludes
some patients, she said recently, but the good work she started has
helped more than a million people.
St. Francis Medical Center opened Hawaii’s first hospice in 1978.
Initially few doctors would refer patients. Now hundreds make
referrals but many still wait too long.
Hospices come closest to their goal when they have a few months
to comfort and adjust patients and families before death. The median
for Hawaii referrals is just over three weeks. Some come just a day
of two before death— far, far too late.
Hawaii hospices are uniformly overjoyed by this years’s passage
by the Legislature of House Bill 172 to carry out recommendations
Editor’s Note:
Mahalo again to the Honolulu Star-Bulletin for permission to
reprint the “Hawaii’s World” columnfrom the pen ofcontributing
Editor A.A. “Bud” Smyser. Thank you, Bud, for your continued
support ofHospice in Hawaii.
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